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The Tenth Annual Professional Development Conference will take place in Fall 2011,
and planning will begin in Spring 2011. The
YLC welcomes volunteers to assist in planning
and conducting the Tenth Annual PDC. If you
would like to join the planning committee or
would like to suggest a speaker or theme,
please contact Jennifer L. Moccia at jennifer.moccia@racklaw.com.

that

Commonly Face Young Attorneys.” Lunch was

Monica Walker is an associ-

provided by the Young Lawyers Conference.

ate at Jensen & Associates, PC in
Richmond. She can be reached at
walkermonica2@aol.com.

The PDC is a unique opportunity for young
lawyers to learn from established attorneys

corporate corner
David C. Nahm
How to Be a Corporate Attorney:
Your First Client Meeting
walk-ins. Likely the majority of these will be

Congratulations to those of you reading
this who have just been sworn in by the
Supreme Court of Virginia. You are now able
to walk right outside the Convention Center
in Richmond and start practicing law on any-

I am Hungr y
__________________

As a newly-minted attorney, you have
nearly everything you need to begin the practice of law. You’ve studied for and passed the
LSAT, made it through three years of law
school (or law reading), studied for and passed
the bar exam, and just now have been sworn
in. You know a whole lot about the law.
Today, it is not my intention to tell you
anything substantive about the law that you
don’t already know. Rather, I would like to
take a moment to talk about something you

Don’t be Afraid
to Not Know
__________________
Don’t Scare
Your Client
__________________

with new clients of your own.
I Am Hungry: An inescapable fact of biological
existence is that you have to eat something or
you will die. While there is a great deal of fine
hunting land in western Virginia, it is unlikely

ing an LLC or having a shareholder agreement drafted or transferring land for tax purbefore and knew what they wanted, they
would also probably have an attorney. So
your first client is one who may be as new to
this as you. They are relying on you for some
measure of security.
Don’t Be Afraid to Not Know: You will meet
with them in a conference room. This is
when the gravity of the situation really
weighs on you for the first time. Usually,
when answering a question for another
attorney at an internship or for a partner at
your new job, there is time to research the
issue, and all sub-issues, and come to the

don’t learn in law school: how to negotiate
some of the odd contours of your first contact

nesses. This may be their first time organiz-

poses. Consider: if they’d done it many times

one who passes by. This, of course, is probably
a bad idea.

good folks who are starting their first busi-

You are Worth
Something
__________________

right conclusion.
But when you meet with a new client, they
want to know everything right then. No matter how prepared you feel, the first time you
meet with a client, you will be asked questions that you do not know the answer to.

that most of you will get enough free time to come and hunt for food.

This is something else that is going to be true for the rest of your

As a result, you are going to need to have some people provide you

career. No matter how long you practice, you never know everything.

money so you can buy food at a store. This is the modern equivalent

You don’t even know most things.

to hunting.

Of course, the client expects that, so the key is finding a way to tell

For many attorneys, this boils down to finding clients. Whether you

the new client that you don’t know the answer off the top your head

are starting your own law office in a small town in the mountains or

without appearing to not know anything. Now, while it seems to us

are a first year associate at a large firm in a big city, you will need to

perfectly reasonable to say, “I don’t know. I will have to look up the

bring in some of your own business at some point if you want to be

answer to that,” to non-attorneys, this sounds like “I don’t know

able to pay for that gold-plated Prius.

because I am young and don’t look like Matlock.”

The question of how and where to find new clients is one you are

For me, I’ve found that the answer isn’t to downplay what I don’t

going to be dealing with for the rest of your professional career. It isn’t

know, but to just state plainly and clearly that I don’t. There is noth-

my intention here to tell you how to find clients, but what to do with

ing worse than giving the impression that you know something you

them the first time you meet.

don’t, only to have this ignorance revealed later. Instead, I find that

As a new attorney, your very first clients that you aren’t related to
are most likely going to come as the result of call-ins, or in some cases,
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clients respond positively to straightforward answers. “That is a comcontinued on page 9

message from the president
Carson H. Sullivan

Welcome to the Young Lawyers Conference!
Okay, so you have passed the bar exam and you have been admit-

mittees, and a committee is of course more effective when it has

ted to practice law in the Commonwealth of Virginia. First and fore-

more members. If you want to join a committee, starting the

most, congratulations! Being a lawyer is a challenging and reward-

process is as simple as a phone call or an e-mail. If you are in a cir-

ing profession — it took a lot of hard work to get to where you are,

cuit where we have a circuit representative vacancy, ask your local

and you should be very proud of your accomplishment.

bar president to nominate you for the position.

Now, to my pitch: As you can tell from my statements above, this

What’s in it for you?

message is directed to those of you who were just sworn in. BUT, if

A lot. Trust me, volunteering will make you feel good. You have

you have been practicing for several (or more) years and have yet to

a long career ahead of you, and you need to make sure you do more

get involved with the YLC, don’t turn the page. Keep reading! So,

than go to the office every day. The sense of accomplishment you

you ask, what is the pitch already? It’s short, and it’s simple: Get

will feel, however, is just one of the benefits of YLC service. There

involved. Don’t put it off; don’t say you’ll think about it next year

are lots of leadership opportunities through the YLC. Chairing a

once work calms down. Get involved now. It’s easy and, more

committee or serving as a circuit representative will help you

importantly, it’s rewarding.

develop your leadership skills. You can also practice your public

Who is a member of the YLC?
If you are 36 or younger, or have been admitted to the bar for less
than three years, you are automatically a YLC member. You don’t
have to sign up and there are no additional dues.

speaking, and you can learn about areas of the law that are outside
of your comfort zone. Last, but not least, the YLC offers great networking opportunities. I don’t generally like that word, “networking,” because it seems like such a contrived concept to me. I can tell
you, however, that one of the things I have enjoyed the most about

What does the YLC do?

my YLC service, both as a committee chair and board member, has

The YLC operates as a “bar within a bar,” focusing on projects

been the opportunity to meet and get to know other young lawyers

and activities that are relevant and interesting to young lawyers,

from all over the Commonwealth. Our members come from diverse

including CLE programs and community service opportunities. The

backgrounds, practice areas, and geographical locations, and it is

YLC’s goal is service – to our members, the bar, and the community.

nice to “network” with them.

All of our programs are led by a chair or co-chairs, and we have a
state-wide network of circuit representatives who are nominated by
local bar presidents in each of Virginia’s 31 judicial circuits.

The YLC has a lot of great programs planned this year, and we
would love to have your help. If you take away nothing else from
this message, remember this — volunteering through the YLC is

What kinds of community service projects does the YLC sponsor?
Take a look at the list on pages 9-11 of this newsletter. As you can
see, it’s a long list! There are many different projects to choose from.
If you see something that looks interesting to you, go to our website
for more information: http://www.vsb.org/site/conferences/ylc/.
How can I get involved in the YLC?

rewarding in so many ways and leadership skills are great skills to
work on, even early in your career. If you want to get involved
(whether you are newly admitted or more “seasoned” like me), contact me at (202) 551-1809 or carsonsullivan@paulhastings.com, or
contact our membership chair, Nathan Olson, at (703) 934-1480 or
nolson@cgglawyers.com.

Again, it’s easy. Make sure you sign up to receive our e-mails and
our newsletter (instructions are on page 12). If you see an event or
a program that interests you, volunteer to help! You can start off
small – sign up to be a No Bills Night or Wills for Heroes volunteer,
or get yourself on the list to help at the next Admission and
Orientation Ceremony. If you are feeling more ambitious, join a

Carson H. Sullivan lives in Arlington and practices employment law at Paul, Hastings, Janofsky &
Walker LLP in Washington, D.C. She can be reached at
carsonsullivan@paulhastings.com

committee. Our programs would not be possible without our com-
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family law corner
Katharine W. Maddox and Andrew R. Tank
Impact of Post-Separation Adulter y

An important area of family law that is easy to overlook is post-sepa-

invoke the manifest injustice exception to § 20-107.1. The Virginia

ration adultery. Post-separation adultery may give the other party

Supreme Court has interpreted the manifest injustice exception as

grounds for divorce based upon such adultery, regardless of which party

requiring that the fact finder consider two separate variables: “(i) The

caused the separation. It can also have devastating financial conse-

relative degrees of fault and (ii) the economic disparities between the

quences to the party committing the adultery.

parties.”4 Further, the court must consider both variables5 and together

Many of us focus on adultery committed during the marriage and look
to Virginia Code § 20-107.1(B) which mandates that a spouse who commits adultery will not be entitled to receive any spousal support absent

they fall under the clear and convincing standard set forth in the Code.
In this circumstance, fault is not limited to the act of adultery, or other
conduct that would give the other party grounds for a fault-based
divorce, but rather “all behavior that affected the marital relationship,

a finding of manifest injustice, as follows:

including any acts or conditions which contributed to the marriage’s
No permanent maintenance and support shall be awarded from a

failure, success or well-being.”6 In short, whether manifest injustice dic-

spouse if there exists in such spouse’s favor a ground of divorce under

tates that the adulterous spouse may still receive spousal support is a

the provisions of subdivision (1) of § 20-91 [“For adultery; or for

case-by-case determination which is made based upon the unique facts

sodomy or buggery committed outside the marriage”]. However, the

of each case.

court may make such an award notwithstanding the existence of
such ground if the court determines from clear and convincing evidence, that a denial of support and maintenance would constitute a
manifest injustice, based upon the respective degrees of fault during
the marriage and the relative economic circumstances of the parties.

It is evident from case law that economic disparity by itself is not sufficient to invoke the manifest injustice exception. Therefore, even if a
spouse commits adultery after the parties’ separation and has not been
employed for years and/or there is a tremendous disparity in income,
that spouse still may not receive spousal support if found to be more at

(emphasis added)

fault for the dissolution of the marriage.
Under this statute, adultery committed during the marriage can have
obvious and serious economic consequences to the spouse who had the
affair. But it seems that attorneys often place significantly less emphasis
on this provision when the adultery occurs after the separation. We have
heard other attorneys advocate that adultery occurring well after the
parties’ separation and which was not the cause of the separation simply
does not have an impact on spousal support. However, the Code makes
no distinction between pre-separation and post-separation adultery, and
case law makes it clear that adultery committed at any time prior to the
entry of a divorce decree can and will likely have an impact on the

As attorneys, when we represent a client who may be a spousal support candidate, we are well advised to ensure they are aware that their
actions post-separation may have a very significant impact on their
financial future. When a client asks whether post separation adultery
will have any impact on his or her ability to receive spousal support, we
find it helpful to quote from The Honorable James H. Chamblin’s opinion in Kirtley v. Kirtley,7 a case in which the evidence showed that the
wife’s adultery did not cause the parties’ separation or frustrate their
efforts to reconcile. Judge Chamblin granted the husband a divorce
based on the wife’s adultery, and declined to invoke the manifest injus-

amount and duration of spousal support.

tice exception,8 explaining as follows:
In fact, the Virginia Supreme Court has held that a trial court’s denial
of spousal support to the wife as a result of her post-separation adultery
was “mandated” by § 20-107.1.1 In that instance, the wife’s adultery
occurred 9 months after the parties’ separation. The Court’s rationale
2

was that “the statutorily mandated waiting period…is designed primarily to give the parties an opportunity to reconcile and determine if they
desire the separation to be final. The commission of adultery during that
period by either party to a marriage in trouble is the one act most likely
to frustrate and prevent reconciliation.”3
Based upon the wording of the statute, the only way to avoid barring
spousal support where the would-be recipient commits adultery is to

I understand present society and the need for companionship,
but there is also dignity and reverence in the institution of
marriage…. The Husband’s actions may have contributed to
the failure of the marriage, but that did not give the Wife the
right to commit adultery, deceive the Husband, and continue
to collect support from him.9
Although Kirtley is a circuit court case, it provides a clear statement of
the public policy of Virginia regarding post-separation adultery. In short,
it matters to the court even if it does not matter to one or both parties,
and attorneys should advise their clients accordingly.
Footnotes on page 5
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a day in the life...
Anusce Sanai
A Day in the Life of... a Solo Practitioner
I woke up one day, and I was a lawyer. Well, all of you know it did not

room for improvement, especially when the suggestions come from

happen over night, and I, too, had to endure three years of law school,

more experienced attorneys. So now, when I wake up, not only am I a

and the Bar exam. All of a sudden, those milestones in the life of every

lawyer, but also I am a lawyer who is better prepared based on the mis-

attorney were a thing of the past. I was now a lawyer…one with a plan.

takes and learning from the previous day.

After taking a good look at the job market and after being offered a posi-

There is also another piece of the puzzle when it comes to opening

tion that was later revoked due to the recession, I did what most people

your own law firm, and that is patience. I am not a patient person,

define as courageous, bold, and fearless: I opened my own law firm,

mostly because I am constantly driven by wanting to accomplish the

straight out of law school. To me, it was not about courage, it was about

goals I set for myself. But a solo practitioner must learn patience. It is

having no other choice. Certainly, you must have some courage, and be

probably the biggest challenge you will have because you may not have

a bit of a risk taker, but once you start, you quickly notice how many

the number of cases you wished for, or the amount of income you pre-

courageous attorneys there are.

dicted. Patience is also important when you begin your day without a

So, I plunged into the unknown. I obtained an office; I secured busi-

full work schedule. You must remind yourself that your career is not a

ness cards and a website. I had read books about being a solo practi-

sprint but a marathon, and that your dreams, hopes, and achievements

tioner, so I wrote out my business plan, discovered accounting tools,

will follow. However, you cannot waste your time commiserating and

marketing strategies, and even the best practices when talking with

wondering whether your decision to open your firm was a wise one. A

clients. I was ready, and clients’ calls began to reach me. After a couple

solo practitioner must always be ready to meet colleagues, ready to net-

of weeks of panic, running around to get answers, understanding the

work (a lot!), participate in committees, bar associations’ activities, and

system and the procedures, my practice is finally taking shape.

many other events that could generate clients. Remember, patience does

When you begin your own firm, you can only imagine how you will

not equal monotony.

handle calls, clients, cases, filing, and secretarial duties. It is only when

Lastly, I learned two additional lessons in the three months I have

you have actual clients that your business becomes a reality and you

been open for business. The first lesson is that being a solo practitioner

begin to realize that flexibility is a key to your success. You constantly

is hard work. The business aspect of it can be intimidating as you wear

have to rethink your methods, strategies, and approaches, and adapt

multiple hats, attorney, accountant, marketing director, advertiser, etc.

them to your daily legal practice. You must not fear trial and errors

However, feeling competent and prepared to give legal advice is even

because they contribute to a stronger business. You must always allow

more challenging than designing a website or business cards. Sometimes
it feels like the first day of law school, where you are presented with legal

Family Law, continued from page 4

questions and you have no answers. So, you research for hours to

1

See Coe v. Coe, 225 Va. 616, 623 (1983).

become a prepared attorney. But on the other side, there is lesson num-

2

Id. at 619.

ber two. In these past three months, I have learned that although I am

3

Id. at 620.

a solo practitioner, I am surrounded by colleagues who have given me

4

Congdon v. Congdon, 40 Va. App. 255, 264 (2003).

encouragement, advice, business management tips, and answers to my

5

Id.

6

Barnes v. Barnes, 16 Va. App. 98, 102 (1993).

7

1997 Va. Cir. LEXIS 662.

8

The husband’s current annual income was $93,884.04, while the wife
earned $25,668 per year.

9

Id. at 5. (The husband had been paying wife temporary spousal support pursuant to a voluntary agreement.)

Katharine W. Maddox

and Andrew R. Tank
practice family law at The Maddox Firm, P.C., in Vienna. You
may reach them at k m a d d o x @ m a d d o x l a w o f f i c e . c o m a n d
atank@maddoxlawoffice.com.

questions. Even more importantly, they have all repeated to me that my
decision to open my own law firm was a wise one, and that I will soon
collect the fruits of my labor.
If you are thinking about opening your own law firm, I say go for it.
There are going to be challenges and obstacles, however, the freedom
to shape your career and your quality of life will make your efforts
worthwhile.

Anusce Sanai

is the owner of Anusce Sanai, LLC –
Attorney at Law, in Alexandria. She practices estate planning,
family law and immigration law, and can be reached at
i n f o @ a n u s c e s a n a i l a w. c o m .
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bankruptcy bullets
Martha E. Hulley

The Basics
Welcome to the next installment of Bankruptcy Bullets, a quick ref-

period of time in which to file a plan of reorganization to restructure

erence guide intended to assist attorneys in navigating the sometimes

the debtor’s debts and organization, and provide for payment of cred-

intimidating and often confusing area of bankruptcy law. This article

itors. The plan must be voted on by the debtor’s creditors and con-

provides a brief description of the different bankruptcy chapters. Keep

firmed by the bankruptcy court. There is also an option for small busi-

in mind that each chapter could be discussed in its own article and

nesses which provides a more streamlined process, and is intended to

what is presented here is merely the most basic of descriptions.

proceed at a faster pace than the standard Chapter 11 business bankruptcy.

• CHAPTER 7
In a Chapter 7 case, a trustee is appointed to assume control over all

• CHAPTER 12

non-exempt assets of the debtor and liquidate those assets for the ben-

This chapter is specifically reserved for family farmers or family fish-

efit of the debtor’s creditors. Both individuals and businesses may file

ermen. Similar to Chapter 13, debtors may use this chapter to reorgan-

under this chapter; however, individual debtors must satisfy a “Means

ize their debts in a more streamlined manner than is available under

Test” which essentially measures a debtor’s income level. Individual

either Chapter 11 or Chapter 13.

debtors exceeding a certain median income level and who are capable
of paying a certain amount of money into a reorganization plan will be
forced to seek bankruptcy protection under Chapter 13. Individual
debtors who successfully complete the requirements of a Chapter 7
case receive a discharge, which generally eliminates a debtor’s obligation to pay certain debts, although some debts such as student loans,
spousal support, and criminal fines are excepted from discharge.
• CHAPTER 9

• CHAPTER 13
This chapter is reserved for individual debtors who must demonstrate a certain level of regular income to be eligible. Chapter 13
debtors also have to satisfy specific debt thresholds, meaning that if a
debtor has debts that exceed a certain dollar amount, he will not be eligible to remain in a Chapter 13 case. Individuals who meet the eligibility requirements are able to retain certain assets (most usually file
under Chapter 13 so that they can keep their homes) in exchange for

Chapter 9 bankruptcies are reserved for municipal entities such as

developing a reorganization plan to repay creditors out of the Chapter

cities and towns. Chapter 9, however, contains no provisions for liqui-

13 debtor’s disposable income. Plans may last for up to five years, and

dation of assets, and the role of the United States Trustee (a federal

debtors are not eligible for a discharge of certain debts until their plans

government agency charged with oversight of the bankruptcy process)

are completed.

is significantly limited. Although rare, such filings have been known to
occur from time to time.

• CHAPTER 15
The final bankruptcy chapter is designed to, in the plainest terms,

• CHAPTER 11

permit United States bankruptcy courts to interact and cooperate with

Both individuals and businesses may file Chapter 11 cases, which are

foreign entities and liquidation proceedings. Chapter 15 allows foreign

generally for debtors seeking to reorganize. Individuals who file a

debtors with assets in the United States or debtors with assets in a for-

Chapter 11 case are often those who are unable to meet the debt

eign country to liquidate or reorganize their assets across state borders.

thresholds required to reorganize under Chapter 13. In a Chapter 11
case, the debtor remains in possession of his assets (hence the term
“debtor-in-possession”), and may continue to operate subject to oversight of the bankruptcy court. The debtor-in-possession has a certain

Martha E. Hulley practices bankruptcy law at
LeClairRyan, P.C., in Alexandria. You may reach her at
martha.hulley@leclairryan.com.

Check out the YLC Online!
Our website includes a flexible and searchable content management system, navigation similar to
the rest of the Virginia State Bar’s site, and more information, more easily found. Bookmark us now!

http://www.vayounglawyers.com/
The YLC is on Facebook. Join our group "Young Lawyers Conference of the Virginia State Bar" to
stay up-to-date on all YLC news and activities.
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Corporate Corner, continued from page 2

plicated issue. I don’t know the answer off the top of my head, but I
can find that out.” If this is not a satisfactory answer and they choose
not to retain you, they probably had unrealistic expectations to begin
with and you are probably better off.
Don’t Scare Your Client: For the past three years you have been trained
to see both sides of an argument, to muck about in the gray areas.
While it is very important to inform clients of all of their options in a
transaction, and all of the advantages and drawback of any action, it
is easy as a new attorney to make things sound more complicated, dire,
and uncertain than maybe they really are.
Again, as a new attorney, many of your first clients will be starting
new businesses or drafting their first operating agreements. Early on, I
had a tendency to present options — stock corporation, non-stock corporation, LLC — and not offer suggestions. I felt that if I told clients
the advantages and disadvantages of each option, it was up to them to
choose. Part of this was not wanting to tell them the wrong thing.
Since then, I’ve become more comfortable telling clients what I think
they should do. This is, again, part of what they seek: A counselor who
can lead them in the right direction.
You Are Worth Something: Many of you won’t need to be told this, but
it came as a shock to me, so I’ll say it: your time is worth something,
the work you do has value, and it is okay to charge people for it.
Having been raised in the South, I was trained to never talk about
money. Now I have a job where the very first conversation I have with
prospective clients largely deals with what I am going to charge them
for what I do. It took some time for me to feel comfortable talking
openly about how much things are going to cost and also requesting a
retainer. But this transaction is no different than going to a store and
buying a book or apples. You know what you want and how much it
will cost and you make the decision as to whether it is worth it or not.
This is your job. You provide a service. Be upfront and clear. If the person is unhappy with finding out what the work will cost and does not
retain you, that is okay. Better to learn that clients don’t want to pay
you before you do the work for them than after.
Most new clients assume that going to an attorney for something is
necessarily an expensive proposition. Of course, legal work can get
expensive, especially in litigation, but it isn’t always true. Especially for
many basic transactions and documents, you are probably going to
charge a reasonable, and fairly low, flat fee. New clients don’t know this
though and so they are naturally nervous about the cost.
So while it may be one of the more uncomfortable parts of a client
consultation when you first begin, talking about the cost is essential
and can actually make everyone feel better.

David C. Nahm is an associate at Clark &
Bradshaw, P.C., in Harrisonburg. You can reach him at
d c n a h m @ c l a r k - b r a d s h a w. c o m .

Involvement
Guide 2010-11
For the 2010-11 bar year, the YLC will coordinate a variety of programs in service to both the Bar and the public. The YLC has also formed four commissions
to assess current programs and develop new programs for particular areas of
interest to its members.
If you are interested in assisting with any program or commission, please contact any YLC Board Member, Program Chair or Co-Chair, or your local Circuit
Representative(s).
A full listing of volunteer opportunities, including six Commissions , and a volunteer form can be found at
http://www.vsb.org/docs/conferences/younglawyers/Cmte_Descriptions.pdf.
______________________________________________________________

SERVICE TO THE BAR
ADMISSION AND ORIENTATION CEREMONY
This committee is responsible for organizing and staging a special ceremony
sponsored twice a year by the YLC at which time all newly licensed attorneys
are given the opportunity to appear before the Supreme Court of Virginia to
be admitted to practice in the courts of Virginia. Because the Court sits in
Richmond, this committee typically is comprised principally of young lawyers
practicing in the metropolitan Richmond area.
Contact: Edward Everett Bagnell, Jr.
ebagnell@spottsfain.com
G. Brian Tacey
gbtacey@co.hanover.va.us
John A. Merrick
jmerrick@hccw.com
ANNUAL MEETING/PROGRAMS
This committee plans a CLE or other special interest program to take place during the Bar’s Annual Meeting held each June in Virginia Beach. During gubernatorial election years, this committee typically hosts a candidates’ debate.
Contact: Jennifer Haberlin
jenniferhaberlin@yahoo.com
ANNUAL MEETING/ATHLETICS
This committee is responsible for organizing the “Run in the Sun” 5 kilometer
foot race and the David T. Stitt Memorial volleyball tournament, both sponsored by the YLC during the Bar’s Annual Meeting in June.
Contact: Andrew R. Tank
atank@maddoxlawoffice.com
BENCH BAR CELEBRATION DINNER COMMITTEE
Each year the YLC hosts a dinner to honor newly-elected women and minority judges from across the state. The dinner provides an opportunity for young
lawyers to interact with judges and bar leaders in a relaxed atmosphere.
Contact: Sarah E. Bruscia
sbruscia@hunton.com
BOARD MATCH
Board Match is a program that the YLC is developing to provide an opportunity for non-profit organizations to solicit new board members and board participation from lawyers.
Contact: Brent Timberlake
brent.timberlake@troutmansanders.com
CLE ON LEGAL ISSUES FACING CANCER SURVIVORS
Lawyers are uniquely positioned to help family, friends, colleagues, and even
strangers with the legal issues that arise from a cancer diagnosis. As such, the
YLC plans to conduct a CLE to educate lawyers on the legal issues that may
arise from a cancer diagnosis and empower them to provide such legal assistance to those who are in need in their communities.
Contact: Jennifer Haberlin
jenniferhaberlin@yahoo.com
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FIRST DAY IN PRACTICE SEMINAR
In conjunction with the General Practice Section,
this committee plans and implements the First Day
in Practice Seminar for new lawyers traditionally
held the day after the Fall Admission and
Orientation Ceremony.
Contact: Ryan Glasgow
rglasgow@hunton.com
Ronald A. Page, Jr.
rpage@rpagelaw.com
NEWSLETTER/DOCKET CALL
The editor and editorial board of the Docket Call are
responsible for publishing four issues of the YLC’s
newsletter each year.
Contact: Joanna Faust, Editor
joanna.faust@leclairryan.com
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE
This committee implements a one day CLE program
addressing practice tips and professionalism issues
specific to young lawyers.
Contact: Jennifer L. Moccia
jennifer.moccia@racklaw.com
Richard W. Hartman III
hartman.r@law.vlu.edu

SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC
COMMUNITY LAW WEEK
This committee develops programs and sponsoring
activities during the first week in May devoted to
enhancing the public’s awareness and appreciation
of the role of law in American life. Included among
the activities are presentations in the media, programs in the public schools, and public forums.
Contact: Amelia Elze
aelze@rfglegal.com
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE SAFETY PROJECT
The committee is responsible for developing programs to raise awareness about legal issues related
to domestic violence. The DVSP has, for example,
distributed a Safety Brochure and a Legal Pamphlet
in both English and Spanish to domestic violence
victims statewide. The DVSP also trains attorneys to
provide pro bono representation to domestic violence victims.
Contact: Edward C. “Ted” Eich
eceich@hhlaw.com
Lara K. Jacobs
jacobs.lara@gmail.com
EMERGENCY LEGAL SERVICES
This committee, in conjunction with VBA-YLD, has
developed and implemented a statewide Emergency
Legal Services Response Plan, which includes training
volunteers and working with other bar organizations
to establish communication plans in the event of natural disasters and other declared emergencies.
Contact: Ronald A. Page, Jr.
rpage@rpagelaw.com
IMMIGRANT OUTREACH
This committee designs projects, including the
Immigrant
Outreach-Education
Regarding
Deportation Ramifications of Criminal Convictions
program, to raise awareness about the legal issues
facing Virginia’s immigrant population.
Contact: Emily Sumner
esumner@challalaw.com
Hyojin Bae
hbae@bohlaw.net
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LEGAL HANDBOOK FOR CANCER SURVIVORS
Recognizing the need for a resource addressing the
legal issues faced by cancer survivors in the
Commonwealth, the YLC has developed a handbook covering topics such as insurance, employment, advance medical directives, and wills. The
handbook has been printed and distributed to medical facilities and cancer advocacy organizations
throughout the Commonwealth.
Contact: Kristi Cahoon
kcahoon@smillaw.com
MENTAL HEALTH LAW COMMITTEE
This committee develops programs to provide
access to legal services to citizens with mental health
disabilities. The committee currently sponsors projects in the Northern Virginia and Albemarle areas
that provide free legal counsel on a limited range of
issues to institutionalized persons and outpatients.
Contact: Lara Jacobs
jacobs.lara@gmail.com
Ronald A. Page, Jr.
rpage@rpagelaw.com
MINORITY PRE-LAW CONFERENCE
This committee plans a seminar that strives to
expose college students, especially minority students, to many aspects of a legal career. From LSAT
prep courses, mock law school classes, and a mock
trial to panel discussions with the bench, bar, and
law students, this course provides valuable information to Virginia students considering a career in the
law. The event is held in Northern Virginia, Southern
Virginia, and Tidewater.
Contact: Brian T. Wesley (Northern Virginia)
bwesley@reynoldswesley.com
Broderick Dunn (Northern Virginia)
bdunn@sandsanderson.com
Sherita Simpson (Southern Virginia)
sherita_simpson@gentrylocke.com
Heather Willis (Southern Virginia)
heather_willis@gentrylocke.com
Erin W. Hapgood (Tidewater)
ehapgood@ohaganspencer.com
NO BILLS NIGHT
The Conference, through this committee, conducts
No Bills Nights to provide a forum for the public
throughout Virginia to raise legal issues and to seek
information regarding their legal rights, without
cost. This year, the Conference hopes to put on programs in Abingdon, Charlottesville, Danville/
Martinsville, Lynchburg, Fredericksburg, Northern
Virginia, Staunton/Lexington, Richmond, Roanoke,
Tidewater and Winchester/Harrisonburg.
Contact: William Wirt Brock
wirt_brock@gentrylocke.com
Regional Contacts:
Danville
Seth M. Land
lands@clementwheatley.com
Martinsville
H. Clay Gravely, IV
gravelylaw@gmail.com
Northern Virginia
Katherine Martell
kmartell@kandmlawgroup.com
Anne Braucher
abraucher@mcmillanmetro.com
Richmond
Erin E. Kessell
ekessel@spottsfain.com

Roanoke
James W. “Whit” Ellerman
wellerman@whitlowyouell.com
Travis J. Graham
travis_graham@gentrylocke.com
Winchester
Marie E. Washington
mariewashington@mbwilliamslaw.com
Vacant locations: Abingdon, Charlottesville,
Fredericksburg, Lexington/Staunton, Lynchburg,
and Tidewater
OLIVER HILL/SAMUEL TUCKER
PRE-LAW INSTITUTE
The Virginia State Bar Young Lawyers Conference in
conjunction with the Millennium Diversity Initiative
and the University of Richmond T.C. Williams School
of Law has designed a program, the Oliver
Hill/Samuel Tucker Law Institute, to facilitate diversity in the legal profession. The program enables atrisk, minority students to attend a week-long comprehensive seminar that encourages them to
become members of the legal profession.
Contact: Antoinette N. Morgan
amorgan@morrismorris.com
Lakai C. Vinson
lvinson@morrismorris.com
STUDENTS DAY AT THE CAPITOL
This committee organizes efforts to teach children
about the judiciary, including coordinating a visit to
the capitol in Richmond.
Contact: Melissa Y. York
myork@morrismorris.com
Amanda Reid
reid@law-va.com
WILLS FOR HEROES
In response to the events of September 11, 2001,
the Young Lawyers Division of the South Carolina
Bar Association created a program called Wills for
Heroes to allow the legal community to show its
appreciation for the efforts and sacrifices made by
firefighters, police, sheriffs and emergency medical
technicians. This committee, in conjunction with
VBA-YLD, has developed and implemented a program in the Commonwealth to provide simple wills,
advanced medical directives, and powers of attorney to First Responders on a pro bono basis.
Contact: Michael Abejuela
mabejuel@hotmail.com
Joel W. Morgan
jwm@brennerevansmillman.com
___________________________________________________________
A full listing of volunteer opportunities, including six
Commissions , and a volunteer form can be found at
http://www.vsb.org/docs/conferences/younglawyers/Cmte_Descriptions.pdf.

2010-11 Circuit Representatives
In 1983, the YLC established a statewide network of Circuit Representatives
appointed from each of the state’s 31 judicial circuits. This network is designed to
meet three objectives: (1) to provide a liaison between practicing young lawyers on
the local level and the Young Lawyers Conference Board of Governors; (2) to promote statewide communication and participation among young lawyers in the projects and activities of the YLC; and (3) to increase the quantity and quality of public service legal programming throughout the Commonwealth.

FIRST CIRCUIT
City: Chesapeake
Ramin Fatehi
rfatehi@cityofchesapeake.net

Misty Nichole Clark
southsidefamilylaw@gmail.com
Edward E. Coleman, III
edcoleman3@gmail.com

SECOND CIRCUIT
City: Virginia Beach
Counties: Accomack &
Northhampton
Jonathan Stone
jstone@sb-lawgroup.com

ELEVENTH CIRCUIT
City: Petersburg
Counties: Amelia, Dinwiddie,
Nottoway, Powhatan
Melissa Brennan
melissavbrennan@yahoo.com

THIRD CIRCUIT
City: Portsmouth
Davina A. De Braux
dadebraux@yahoo.com

TWELFTH CIRCUIT
City: Colonial Heights
County: Chesterfield
Nathaniel A. Scaggs
Nate@natescaggs.com

FOURTH CIRCUIT
City: Norfolk
Vacant

FIFTH CIRCUIT
Cities: Franklin & Suffolk
Counties: Isle of Wight &
Southhampton
Justin Thomas Bush
justinbush@sb-lawgroup.com

SIXTH CIRCUIT
Cities: Emporia & Hopewell
Counties: Prince George, Surry,
Sussex, Greenville, & Brunswick
Vacant

SEVENTH CIRCUIT
City: Newport News
Michael B. Steele
mbsteele@kaufcan.com
EIGHTH CIRCUIT
City: Hampton
Vacant

NINTH CIRCUIT
City: Williamsburg
Counties: York, James City, Charles
City, New Kent, Gloucester,
Matthews, Middlesex, King William,
King & Queen
William L. Holt
wlholt@kaufcan.com
William W. Sleeth, III
william.sleeth@leclairryan.com

THIRTEENTH CIRCUIT
City: Richmond
William D. “Will” Prince IV
wprince@t-mlaw.com

FOURTEENTH CIRCUIT
County: Henrico
Rhodes B. Ritenour
rhodes.ritenour@leclairryan.com

FIFTEENTH CIRCUIT
City: Fredericksburg
Counties: King George, Stafford,
Spotsylvania, Caroline, Hanover,
Westmoreland, Richmond, Essex,
Lancaster, & Northumberland
Margaret Ellyn Collins
collins@phslawfirm.com

SIXTEENTH CIRCUIT
City: Charlottesville
Counties: Madison, Greene,
Albemarle, Fluvanna, Goochland,
Louisa, Orange, & Culpeper
Clarissa T. Berry
cberry@dbwle.com

SEVENTEENTH CIRCUIT
City: Falls Church
County: Arlington
Rhett Petcher
rpetcher@seyfarth.com
Graziella Bianchi
gbianchi@idc.virginia.gov

EIGHTEENTH CIRCUIT
City: Alexandria
TENTH CIRCUIT
Counties: Appomattox, Buckingham, Shelly R. Collette
shelly@pirsch-law.net
Charlotte, Cumberland, Halifax,
Lunenburg, Mecklenburg, & Prince
Edward

The primary responsibility of each Circuit Representative is to organize and carry
out an annual project for young lawyers in his or her judicial circuit. These projects have ranged from CLE programs to community service programs to YLC
membership projects. If you are interested in becoming a Circuit Representative or
assisting with any of the projects of the YLC, please contact any YLC Board
Member or your Circuit Representative.

NINETEENTH CIRCUIT
City: Fairfax
County: Fairfax
Steve Gangemi
sgangemi@mcguirewoods.com

TWENTIETH CIRCUIT
Counties: Loudon, Fauquier, &
Rappahannock
Marie E. Washington
mariewashington@mbwilliamslaw.com
Andrew A. Painter
apainter@ldn.thelandlawyers.com
Eric J. Demetriades
ejd@biberaj-snow-law.com

TWENTY-FIRST CIRCUIT
City: Martinsville
Counties: Patrick & Henry
Vacant

TWENTY-SECOND CIRCUIT
City: Danville
Counties: Pittsylvania & Franklin
Seth Michael Land
lands@clementwheatley.com
Leslie R. Adams
les.adams@pittgov.org

TWENTY-THIRD CIRCUIT
Cities: Roanoke & Salem
Counties: Roanoke
Patice L. Holland
pholland@woodsrogers.com

TWENTY-FOURTH CIRCUIT
Cities: Lynchburg& Bedford
Counties: Nelson, Amherst,
Campbell, & Bedford
Michael R. Sloan
msloan@ewlaw.com

TWENTY-FIFTH CIRCUIT
Cities: Covington, Lexington,
Staunton, Buena Vista, Clifton Forge,
Waynesboro
Counties: Highland, Augusta,
Rockbridge, Bath, Alleghany,
Botetourt, Craig
Grace C. Crickenberger
gracec@rockbridge.net

TWENTY-SIXTH CIRCUIT
Cities: Harrisonburg & Winchester
Counties: Frederick, Clarke,
Shenandoah, Page, Rockingham,
Warren
Vacant

TWENTY-SEVENTH CIRCUIT
City: Galax & Radford
Counties: Pulaski, Wythe, Carroll,
Grayson, Montgomery, Floyd, Giles,
Bland
Brandon R. Boyles
boyles33@yahoo.com

TWENTY-EIGHTH CIRCUIT
City: Bristol
Counties: Smyth & Washington
Vacant

TWENTY-NINTH CIRCUIT
Counties: Giles, Bland, Tazewell,
Buchanan, Russell, Dickenson
Jessica Owens Gunter
jesso34@yahoo.com

THIRTIETH CIRCUIT
City: Norton
Counties: Wise, Scott, Lee
M. Suzanne Kerney-Quillen
Wise County Commonwealth’s
Attorney’s Office
suzanne@wisecwa.info

THIRTY-FIRST CIRCUIT
Cities: Manassas & Manassas Park
County: Prince William
Jessica M. Gurzo
jmg@hcrlaw.net

YLC BOARD LIAISONS
FOR CIRCUIT REPS:
Trevor A. Moe
Trevor_Moe@webb.senate.gov
Christy E. Kiely
ckiely@hunton.com
Maureen E. Danker
mdanker@ckblawva.com

If you are interested in
becoming a Circuit
Representative or assisting
with any of the projects of
the YLC, please contact
Maureen Danker at
mdanker@ckblawva.com
or your Circuit
Representative.
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Virginia State Bar Young Lawyers Conference
707 East Main Street, Suite 1500
Richmond, VA 23219-2800

A Day in the Life
of...
SUBMISSIONS
Docket Call is continuing its newest
feature “A Day In The Life Of...”
to spotlight the various roles
and diverse practice areas of young
lawyers around the Commonwealth.
If you would like "Your Day"
to be featured in an upcoming issue,
contact:
Joanna L. Faust
joanna.faust@leclairryan.com.

Docket Call is a quarterly publication
of the Young Lawyers Conference of the
Virginia State Bar. The Fall edition is
published in paper format while the
Winter, Spring, and Summer editions are
sent via an e-mail announcement, directing members to an online PDF link.
Please make sure that your email
address is updated in your VSB profile to
ensure you receive the latest edition of
the Docket Call. Also, contact your network administrator to add ylc@vsb.org to
your "safe" emails.
If you are not receiving Docket Call
newsletter e-mails, please confirm that
your e-mail address on the member login is checked as the “address of record.”

For a complete, up-to-date list of events, please visit:
w w w. v s b . o r g / s i t e / e v e n t s /

Address Change?
If you have moved or changed your address, please see the VSB Membership
Department’s page on the web for an address update form at
www.vsb.org/site/members/.
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